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Long John We have Dr. Howard Miller...and James Donnally...and we have 
Dr. Cyril H. Wecht, that's spelled W-E-C-H-T. Dr. Wecht is a medical 
doctor specializing in pathology, he is also an attorney, he is an expert 
in medical jurisprudence. 

~Drs Miller From your smile, I assume you must have...(inaudible). 

Dr. Wecht You must have read my paper.s.eit hasn't been published yet... 
talking about the assassination of President Kennedy...you must have been 
psychic... 

Long John It zasn't even been published yet? 

Dr. Wecht No, it will be published, hopefully, in the Journal of the 
American academy of Forensic Sciences... 

Long John Now you see the extent of my spying system. 

Dr. Wecht Yes, you were magnificent. You couldn't have been in Chicago 
at the ammal meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences...of 
course the New York Times did pick up a little bit but it wasn't very 
extensive and you certainly couldntt have gotten all that information 
ee sWelli What did I think about it? I criticized it in Chicago and I 
Will criticize it in New York...(referring to the autopsy performed on 
the President's body)...It was_a very terrible thing, it was a very stupid 
thing, it was indeed unfortunate...In this, one of the most complex murders 

question at all but that the forensic sciences investigation of the assassina~ 

tion or Preside nadequate and in some respects quite Lricompetent. 
It's ortunate that it happened, ani many of Us at the American Acateny—of— _ 
Forensic Sciences were quite critical_of this. I might say that there was 
a very extensive panel discussion on this very subject and people from the 
different fields of criminology, law, psychiatry, polygraph testing, and in oe 
pathology--in which area I had the pleasure of discussing it--we all presented 
our papers at that time and all of these will be published in the Journal of 
Forensic Sciences within the next several months, I hope. 

Miler But isn't it absolutely incredible to you, as a pathologist, that a 
blood-stained suit should have been pressed and cleaned before it was given to 
a pathologist for examination? I'm just repeating it, because to me it is 

such a fantastic thing. And what do you think of the surgeon's statement — 
at the hospital where Kennedy was examined, when they were asked about the 
wound in the back of his head, and they said that they didn't examine the 
wound in back of his head, and when asked why, the answer was, "We didn't 
have tre heart to turn him over." Now, as a pathologist, what do you think 
of this :xamination? 

Dr. Wecht Well, Dr. Miller, let me say for the benefit of the listening audience 
that the blood-stained suit that you were veferring to was the suit that Governor 
Connaliy (wore)...and this is very important, because there still is dispute 
today, and the Warren Cogmission itself says that, although we feel that the 
bullet which went through Governor Connally's back exited from his chest 
anteriorly, reentered and exited from the right wrist, and then entered again 
in his left thigh, we think that this bullet is one of the bullets that went 
through President Kennedy, specifically, the one that mniniimemgimnim entered | 
his back... i 

f Dr. Miller That was very, very important. 
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. Dr. Wecht Exactly. And if they had had his clothing, Governor Connally's 
i. clothing, then a good examination—infra-red, spectroscopy, etc.—would have 

revealed most likely whether there were powder burns, and this woutd— 
have shown Whether this was_a virgin bullet, so 60 speak, or whether it was 

GN that had already entered somewhere else 

Dr. Miller Would the dry-cleaning process destroy this...? 

Dr. Wecht Oh, yes, yes, the dry-cleaning process destroyed it, and Governor 
Connallyts clothes--his shirt, his suit coat, his pants—-all were cleaned as 
you stated corrsctly, and these were of no value subsequently in an examination. 
With regard to the other things that you mentioned, I would like to say this. 
I have peintec out that the surgeons certain r shovld not be criticized for 
having failed Zo note Carefully the various penet wounds of the body 
prior to the time that President fenueiy Wan-effisially pronounded teal 
All their attentions had to be directed to keeping him V6. 

Dr. Miller. B . afterward? 

Dr. Wecht Exactly, and that's just the point I make! (Either you've read 
my paper, you've read my mind, or its just that you feel the same way I do.) 

Dr. ili. I feel the same way you do. 

Dr. Weert After he wast gaaynced s I made this point, there can be no 
question Sub tuat two minutes--and that's all it would have taken-—just 
two minutes for an examination of the body at that time, would have saved 
unbelierzble misconception, unbelievable fear and anxiety, not only on the 
part of the people in the Presidential party, but on the part of the whole 
nation--on the part of the whole world. Because at that time and subsequently 
and sti%? today many people don't know what was involved, many people--particularly 
then—ic could have been entirely a revolution--so that it was very important to 
deterx:.:. all these things. Whether more than one man fred the bullets, and 
specific:'ly, whether the bullets were fired from more than one direction--in 
other words, washe hit from the front, and was he also hit from the back. Now 
an examination at that time would have revealed these things. It should be 
pointed out th2t the doctors, and there were about 23 of them down at the 
hospital...Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas...misset-two out of Tour 

"penetrating wounds, They missed the penetrating woumt-in the back, the upper 
right shoulder blade of President Kennedy, and they also missed the wound of 
entrance in the skull, which was the wound that really killed him, the wound 
in the neck probably would ha compati ife. 

. patho i autopsy, without calling Texas! or without ~ 
having a couple of eons fly in, better yet...After » this was a 
very im»ortant cese!..And talk with them apout w > Was an r 
t an ily unpardonable thing from the standpoint of a pathologist. 

Dr. Milsv2 And how about no ex-rays and no (inaudible) being used? 

a Dr.Weck. Well, what happened with the ex-rays was this » Dr. Miller, the 
patholog:st did take some camera shots at the time of the autopsy performed 
at Bethesda Naval Hospital, just outside of Washington, D.C. and they also 
had some ex-rays taken--these were ey were then given to, or 
confiscated by, might be a more correct term, the Secret Service people...an 
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these...now I can't say whether they've been destroyed or not because siopmmaco 
max I don't know, but I can tell you this: that they were never seen again, they 
were not produced to the Warren Commission, nobody, osteusibly, in an official 
public way has ever said that they did see them, the pathologists didn't see them 
—that is, they took these shots but so far as we know they didn't see them--and 
if you ask the Secret Service or the FBI what happened to them, you get no ansver. 
There are many, many things that are not perfect, are not inzahom kosher--in fact 

the entire examination.... 

(inaudible simultaneous talking) 
(dealing with failure to call in) 
(an outside pathologist) 

\ / Dr. Weens Tas “was absolutesy a case Sor an outside pathologist to be 
{  Galted in, arid more specificaliy—— Iniade this point so strongly in 

T my paper=~an independent forensic pathologist, a civilian. Now: can you 
\ picture ta this--Let's jist say, now here, let's get back into the area 

of diagnosis_mnd 5 When President Eisenhowér Had 
his“Héart attack (and he had one recently down in Georgia, since He's no 
longer President) and when he had his acute abdominal situation--they 
called i: the sest physicians around, right? Or some of them, not all of 
them, but they called in many of them. But they went into civilian ranks, 
didn't trey? They called in Paul Dudley White, and they called in, I think, 
Rabin from Philadelphia.eeand so on. Okay. Now, here's a case that takes on 

/ faubtascvic international political significance, ce, that's strictly a medical/legal 
\/ autopsy, «ad tais a very highly skilled thing, when you get into multiple 

{of penetratig wounds--which is exit, which is entrance-~etc. ét¢.—this is the 
va area of Torensic pathology. And of the three pathologists that are used, 

ue \ only one man had any experiénce in forensic pathology--that's ate Col. Pierre 
Finck from the Armed Forces (inaudibléey... (e) ts 
men, are not forensic pathologists. And within one hourts flying di stance 
fron washington D.C. are some of the greatest forensic pathologists in the 
country and in the world, including one right here in New York City-—Dr. Milton 
Telos 2. the chief medical examiner . 4nd these are men, incidentally, to show 
you os unbelevable irony [o) ation, these are me milit 
has ov ied upon many times! these are men that lecture down at the Armed 

\ Pors.. (rotitute athology! on forensic pathology}! These are men 

“that ..+ ailitary uses to teach, and yet on this autopsy, they didn't call 
upon them, they called on the three military pathologists. 

Dr. Miller In other words, they had only military pathologists. 

Dr. vecht Only, those three; no one else; and they can't talk, they won't 

talk, and this gets into the area of independence, because these men are of 

course completely ietion of the Goverme because they are 
militery men.  ‘uhether-theylli talk when they re Are y I don't know. ‘We 
just ha:¢~to Live and see. But thus far they've been sworn, obligated, to 
secrecy. And this, I'm sure, is one of the reasons why a civilian forensic 
pathoLozist was not called in, because the Government felt that they would 
rather have it this way--and when I say the Government, I don't mean that there 

_ was any high-level conference, because time didn't permit--but somebody, whether 

it was Admiral Burkley, the Presidént's shysician, whether it was 3. Edgar-—Hoover, 
whether it was two, or three people, I don't know--but somebody, or some small 
group, decided is is way it was going to be,,and it's unfortunate 
that it_happened that way, because many of the questions that still today remain 
unanswered——many of the fears and the doubts on the part of well-motivated;—— 

sincere people who are not kooks, who are not leftists, who are not right-wing | 
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nuts, many of these doubts and fears remain, and will remain for the rest of 
our lives, and perhaps for always, because of the fact that the entire investiga-~ 

tion was _bunglede 

~ Dre Miller May I just lead you onh a little further. Would you please 
tell us why you feel it was necessary for typing to be done on Kemnedy's 
blood, at such « moment. As far as I know, no one had Kennedy's blood 
type available: 

Dr. Wecht That's right, exactly...that's the criticism that I made...the 
point L wade was... 

Dr. Mille: The President of the United State.! An ordinary GI going into 
the Army, every one has his blood type on his dogtag! 

Dr. Wecht Exactly. For the Presidential party not to have had on hand 
immediately available the President's blood type is INCONCEIVABLE, it's 
unforgivable. — 

Long John Wers you happy with the Warren Report? ™~ 

Dr. Wecht Jcin, I would say this: that the conclusions, in terms of the , 
angle and direction of the fire, and the fact that these shots were fired f 
by Oswaid, and that he was the only person firing the bullets, I concur. va 

Note I spoke to Dr. Wecht on the night of 
May” 30, 1966, by long-distance tdephone, and 
asked if I had heard correctly on the tape 
that he agreed that Oswald was the lone assassin. 
Dr. Wecht said, "Yes, but I am beginning to wonder." 
(Not for attribution.)  S. Meagher —~ 

There are people who do not concur, I know, and I must say that these people 
have valid arguments, and when I say I concur, I make this statement with 
full knowledge, as I've already pointed out, that there are many things that 
I myself am unable to explain. But based upon the evidence that we do have, 
ftm unable to arrive at any other conclusion. 

Long John Why is it that certain material will not be made available to the 
public for 75 years? 

Dr. Wecht I don't know, it's a puzzle...You see, I don't really what-all they're 
Saving. I'll tell you one thing, that hasn't been too much publicized, President 
Kenuedy's brain has been saved, and where it is, or when they're going to make 
this public, I don't know, Something else that wasn't mentioned in the autopsy 
report wnat has been criticized, no mention of the adrenal glands was made. 
And of curse as you know there had been comments made during the Presidential 
campaign of 1960 that President Kennedy was suffering from Addison's disease, 

which is a form of insufficiency of certain hormones produced by the adrenal 
glands. Now, this is unfortunate, because, mumber one, if he did have Addison's 
disease, then there was no reason to hide it...So what? I think this would have 
been a wonderful thing, to let the public know that a serious disease like this 
can be handled medically, that a person can go on to fulfill the toughest role 
in the world, the Presidency of the U.S., even though he has the disease process, 
even though he has a physical ailment--this would be a great lift to people who 
are traumatically handicapped or who have disease processes, because there are 

many prejudices in society today on the part of employers and the part of the public
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and so on,..So it's unfortunate, and I'm sure that the pathologist definitely 
found theadrenal glands, and I'm sure that they described them, and I'm sure 
that this was celeted from the report, and they can do nothing about it, because 

-they are military patholorists. 

Long John That is really shocking, because some day, as you say, I don't know 
the men, but they are going to retire, and I can just hear the (?) burning ice. 
--Boy! that would be a book: : 

Dr. Miller It sould be very interesting. 
Voice it certainly would bel 
Voice Daiias ts one of the big money spcts... 
Voice And so therefore they'd be very experienced men in this particular area. 

Dr. Miller Now, is it true...that the original description of these experienced 

surgeons of Ke-edy's wounds was that the entrance wound was from the front? 
and later, das later, which I cannot visualize or conceive of, changing their 

opinion, eid “sen saying the entrance wound was from the back. Is that correct? 
I wonder if yo. can expound on that. 

Dr. Wee: I xson't know whether it is correct. Here is all I know about it. 
The news sedia--papers, television, newscasters—reported immediately 
following that news conference with the surgeons at Parkland Memorial Hospital 
that one or more of them had said that the wound in the neck was an entrance 
wound. : Today, the surgeons state that they made no such unequivocal comment. 
Today, the surgeons say that they were asked a question, Doctor, could that 
wound in the neck have been a wound of entrance, and they satidees. 

(First side of tape ends here) 

and they said, possibly.” Now, of course, I don't know, I wasn't there and 
I don't know. But here's the amazing thing: that all of this stuff, all of 
these news conferences -~ except for some comments which were recorded unofficially 
by some of the TV newscasters and so on — there is no official recording of any 
of this. And if I may just jump for one second -~ in the subsequent interrozgation 
of Lee Harvey Oswald, the man suspected of murdering the President, interrogated 
by the chief of homicide, for a couple of hours-=Do you know that there was NO 
RECORDING OF THAT two-three-hour period, that nobody knows what minum? went on? 

Voice No written records? 

Dr.Wecht No written record, no tape record. It's unbelievable. 

Long Jonn Well, in other words, to our knowledge. 

Dr. Wer: Yes, to our knowledge, that's true. It's quite possible that there 
is Somevting, I don't know. They have stated that there isn't anything. It does 
make you wonder. 

Long John Melvin Belli and Percey Forgman have from time to time been on the 
program and they have never said this, you know, in six or eight or ten words 

*see attached excerpt from NBC-TV log. 
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but there has osen an indication that both of then feel that possibly somebody 
has mislaid something, and possibly if somebocy would look on the right shelf 
or the right dvaver, it might be located, but you know, they haven't repainted 
the place for a long time--you know how things get "lost." (Laughter) 

Dr. Wecht (The President) was shot at about 12:35 pm, he was pronounced dead 
au appro.imately 1 pm. Now this means, doesn't it, that he was alive for 25 
mimites. Was he alive for 25 mimtes? Well, he was, in one sense, but in 
nothes sense, he was totally dead. If this is confusing to the lay public 

I can best try to answer it this way-~that using these fantastic mmmrmorssimm 
things, tne Hartman preparation, . the Bemnett respirator, and so on, you can 
get a pulse beat, you can get a nédrt beat (with external cardiac massage, with 
internal cardiac massage) but does that mean that the person is alive? Well, 
in the very strict sense, yes, but in another sense, no. So the question is, 
viet Ls the person dead...? 

> Jons You made the outright statement that you knew that they were saving 

: President's brain. Is that a rmor in pathological circles, or is it that 
-uu feel that this would have been the practical approach...? 

oe. Wecho No, I have seen this in definite writing, and I will be happy to 
xerox 1t and send it to you, but now its in Pittsburgh, but President Kennedy's 

brain has been saved. It is not conjecture on my part nor am I repeating a 
rumor. 

Long John Can you tell me, what is your source of reference on this? 

De. Wecht Yes, it was in an article in one of the medical periodicals——the 
uedicai Tribune, or the AMA News...[t's not a very simple thing to axhume a 
body, not a very pleasant thing, I assure you, and sometimes not very helpful. 
So, when you ask about President Kennedy's? brain~--I don't know, whether Mrs. 
Jacqueline Kennedy gave specific permission or not, for the brain to be 

retained. .ec 

(Extended inaudible section) 
(Discussion of terminology) 
("Forensic pathology" etc.) 

Long John We have a couple of telegrams, one from William Frantz. He says, 
Whe implication your guest left is that (a) President Kennedy probably did 
nave Addison's disease, and (b) that his brain has been saved and mma kept 
somewhere for future examination. Do you consider that your guest can make 
this kind of statement and that you have no responsibility to caution the 
listener? that the doctor may be in error? Mr. Frantz, I am in the 
fortunate position, with NBC, and also the same was true on WOR, at no time 
nave they told me how to use the microphone.... 

Dr. Miller I have participated in a number of programa concerning the Kennedy 
trial (sic) almost from the beginning of the incident, and I've been challenged 

on all Occasions, because I've gotten together many other...material, medically 
and from eyewitness things--which even medically led to the conclusion that 
something obviously was so far out, from the viewpoint of medical procedure 
--for example, the surgeon saying we didn't turn him over because we didn't 
have the heart to--It just leaves you speechless, you see. 

(Discussion of legal medicine) 
(and Dr Wecht's role in organizing practitiioners in) 

(Pittsber sh) 
HK



Friday, 
owns --- BStWSEN fe con 

»acNeiz (on phone from Dallas): We will have a picture in 
about 15 minutes...Dr. Malcolm Perry reported that the 

President arrived at Parkland Hospite. in critical condition 

with neck and head injuries. Dr. William Kemp Clark, chief 

of Neurosurgery, said the President was near death on arrival. 

A tracheotomy was performed, and the President was given blood 

transfusions, oxygen and, after his heart failed, external 

massage. The President died at 1:00 pm Dallas time--about 

twenty minutes after arrival at Parkland Hospital. He was 

wevnded in the back of the head and on the right side of the 

head: there was a Joss of blood and brain tissue. A bullet 

struck him in front as he faced the assailant. He never 

regained consciousness...(italics added) 
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